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ACROSS
1: the compass point midway between south
and southeast
4: very short skirt worn by ballerinas
8: an agency in the Technology Administration
that is a primary resource for
government-funded scientific and technical and
engineering and business related information
12: large burrowing rodent of South America
and Central America; highly esteemed as food
13: a musical work that has been created
14: Indian religious leader who founded
Sikhism in dissent from the caste system of
Hinduism; he taught that all men had a right to
search for knowledge of God and that spiritual
liberation could be attained by meditating on
the name of God (1469-1538)
16: a legally binding command or decision
entered on the court record (as if issued by a
court or judge)
17: a gas burner used in laboratories; has an air
valve to regulate the mixture of gas and air
18: full of ruts
19: a lipoprotein that transports cholesterol in
the blood; composed of moderate amount of
protein and a large amount of cholesterol; high
levels are thought to be associated with
increased risk of coronary heart disease and
atherosclerosis
20: the ultimate principle of the universe
21: a display of bad temper
23: an explosive device that is improvised
24: fruit with yellow flesh; related to custard
apples
26: an important or influential (and often
overbearing) person
28: (biology) the process of decay caused by
bacterial or fungal action
30: lacking self-confidence
32: a member of the Athapaskan people of the
Trinity River valley in California
36: a small anatomically normal sac or
bladderlike structure (especially one containing
fluid)
39: English writer noted for his elaborate style
(1554-1606)
41: a monocotyledonous genus of the family
Iridaceae
42: informal terms for the mouth
43: aquatic South American rodent resembling
a small beaver; bred for its fur
45: an oral vaccine (containing live but
weakened poliovirus) that is given to provide
immunity to poliomyelitis
46: a group of countries in special alliance
48: Russian poet (1880-1921)
49: a member of an Algonquian people living
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in central Canada
50: type genus of the ____ceae; strong-scented
Eurasian herbs
51: a Christian as contrasted with a Jew
52: throw ___s at
54: (corporate finance) the amount, expressed
as a percentage, that is earned on a company's
total capital calculated by dividing the total
capital into earnings before interest, taxes, or
dividends are paid
56: savory jelly based on fish or meat stock
used as a mold for meats or vegetables
60: a disparaging term for a British person
63: sexually transmitted urethritis (usually
caused by chlamydia)
65: a metric unit of volume or capacity equal to
10 liters
67: express admiration and pleasure by uttering
`ooh' or `aah'
68: a purgative made from the leaves of aloe
70: Italian pope from 440 to 461 who extended
the authority of the papacy to the west and
persuaded Attila not to attack Rome (440-461)
72: (Roman mythology) the goddess of the
Moon; counterpart of Greek Selene
73: the property possessed by a line or surface
that departs from the horizontal

74: a clandestine group of leftist extremists
who oppose Italy's labor policies and foreign
policy; responsible for bombing building in the
historic center of Rome from 2000 to 2002
75: sever or remove by pinching or ____ping
76: a nearly horizontal passage from the surface
into a mine
77: assist or encourage, usually in some
wrongdoing
78: an antiviral drug used to combat HIV
infection

DOWN
1: the main city of ancient Phoenicia
2: the skin that covers the top of the head
3: cause to deteriorate due to the action of
water, air, or an acid
4: 100 ____ equal 1 kina in Papua New Guinea
5: having the requisite qualities for
6: a large cask especially one holding a volume
equivalent to 2 butts or 252 gals
7: the airforce of the United States of America;
the agency that defends the United States
through control and exploitation of air and
space
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8: an antiviral drug used against HIV; binds
directly to reverse transcriptase and prevents
RNA conversion to DNA; often used in
combination with other drugs
9: the 19th letter of the Greek alphabet
10: the basic unit of money in Peru
11: fill to satisfaction
12: a terrorist group of limited popularity
formed in 1967 after the Six-Day War;
combined Marxist-Leninist ideology with
Palestinian nationalism; used terrorism to gain
attention for their cause; hoped to eliminate the
state of Israel
15: English dramatist (1558-1594)
20: the cardinal number that is the sum of one
and one or a numeral representing this number
22: Old World vine with lobed evergreen
leaves and black berrylike fruits
25: a superior skill that you can learn by study
and practice and observation
27: the 21st letter of the Greek alphabet
29: considerate and solicitous care
30: in an artful manner
31: a compound used as a fixing agent in
photographic developing
33: (legal terminology) the Latin word for wife
34: utter a shrill cry
35: a nonstandard form of American English
characteristically spoken by African Americans
in the United States
36: (cosmology) the cooled remnant of the hot
big bang that fills the entire universe and can be
observed today with an average temperature of
about 2.725 kelvin
37: river in eastern Asia; rises in North Korea
and flows southwest to Korea Bay (forming
part of the border between North Korea and
China)
38: study intensively, as before an exam
40: a cruel and brutal fellow
44: a small guitar having four strings
47: a motor vehicle with four wheels; usually
propelled by an internal combustion engine
49: system of measurement based on
centimeters and grams and seconds
51: small two-wheeled horse-drawn carriage;
with two seats and no hood
53: alliterative term for girl (or woman)
55: the beginning or early stages
57: a symbol for a unit of currency (especially
for the _____ sterling in Great Britain)
58: of or pertaining to the _____ order of
classical Greek architecture
59: a long narrow depression in a surface
60: (ballet) a step in dancing (especially in
classical ballet)
61: leaf or strip from a leaf of the talipot palm
used in India for writing paper
62: a characteristic (habitual or relatively

temporary) state of feeling
64: the inner and longer of the two bones of the
human forearm
65: slang terms for inside information
66: channel into a new direction
69: a self-report personality inventory based on
Hans Eysenck's factor analysis of personality
which assumes three basic factors (the two
most important being extraversion to
introversion and neuroticism)
71: a unit of information equal to 1024
pebibytes or 2^60 bytes
72: a powerful hallucinogenic drug
manufactured from lysergic acid

